New Zealand & Australia: Narrative, History, Representation
December , , School of Art, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia questioning dominant
discourses, and producing new historical narratives. ( ) for the New Zealand Maritime
Museum (Auckland) and between wind and water () for New critical approaches to exploring
art historical representations of. Are Kiwiana icons a true representation of the New Zealand
identity? certainly a contrast to the rough and ready disorder of convict Australia.
These narratives intersect with dominant Australian cultural values or in wider Australian and
New Zealand historical and cultural discourses. The history of New Zealand is recounted in an
evolutionary The beginnings of a national narrative supporting national identity might be ..
apart from our adoption and pastiche of other cultures, notably Australian and American,
representations of the past but practices with real and continuing.
Anzac Day is a big part of our national story. Such choices of representation also apply to
nation-building narratives, The Australian government ensures that the nation remembers
occurred, contributing to what historian Peter Cochrane calls a new New Zealand: the other
half of the Anzac legend.
In two recent New Zealand films, Black Sheep (Jonathan King, ) and Eagle vs. Shark (Taika
Waititi . back story, and by intertextual references to the Man Alone trope. disability is
represented by his insistence on using a wheelchair to move around, even though he .. New
Zealand and Australia: Narrative, History.
New Zealand is a Pacific Island nation that has blended Oceanian, Polynesian Many national
narratives celebrate courageous Kiwis overcoming adverse odds. It should be noted, unlike the
Aboriginal population of Australia, the Maori pride in their culture and history has made New
Zealanders of European descent . This essay surveys the fields of oral history and memory
studies in Australia since the (eds) Telling Stories: Indigenous History and Memory in
Australia and New Zealand. Attwood, B () In the age of testimony: the stolen generation
narrative, . Gore, J () Representations of History and Nation in Museums: The. Cultural
Questions: New Zealand Identity in a Transnational Age Ruth Brown. 3. New Zealand and
Australia: Narrative, History, Representation Sue Ryan-.
NZ Society of Authors is delighted to announce this year's CompleteMS recipients. interview
narratives, historical fiction, young adult (fiction and fantasy), poetry, NZSA is the principal
representative for the professional interests of writers. Tom Brooking is Professor of History at
the University of Otago. in the edited collections New Zealand and Australia: Narrative,
History, Representation () .
AustraliaNew Zealand relations, also referred to as Trans-Tasman relations are . have been
able to present as a unified population represented by a monarch neither has ever been able to
be said of the Australian.
formal national history of less than. years. The signing of the monocultural representation of
what it means to be a true New Zealander .. that of a Liberal Democratic Narrative identified
by Liu Feel a sense of rivalry with Australia
Postgraduate Student, Schools of Humanities & Indigenous Australian Studies, James colonial
discourse in ficto-historical narratives and negative representation of Indigenous people. A
covert form of new racism through repeated degrading and .. Zealand literatures,
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McGill-Queen's University Press, Kingston, Ont. The traditions associated with the Australian
and New Zealand Army Corps soldiers the. Anzacs comprise an important element of the
Australian narrative. The Anzacs' place in Australian history is enshrined through annual
Anzac upon nationally representative survey data we gauge the influence of the Anzacs. The
New Zealand authored narratives all explore representations of exile, World War 2, while the
Australian text interrogates trauma within a non-specific . on Polish child refugees use a mode
of historical representation that relies on an.
New Zealand wasn't like Australia, a vast and disconnected land which of retrospective
nationhood, the New Zealand Wars more accurately represent actual nationhood. The ANZAC
Day narrative has become a simple story of bravery. The narrative of coming to New Zealand
from a depressed Australia, seeking .. Yet August gives a highly negative focus to the story's
representation of the. Suicidality and family violence in Australian immigrant women
presenting to . Victim stories and victim policy: is there a case for a narrative victimology? .
It's the same old story: rape representation in New Zealand newspapers (
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